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FOR A FAST GETAWAY



pre-setup

When you order a ProTap controller in B Mode you 
no longer need to look at the gauge or the back of the 
boat to adjust your Jackplate or engine trim to your
favorite position. Let ProTap memorize it for you.
Hold the ProTrim switch up or down for 1 second to 
recall the pre-memorized positions.
Fine tune engine height and trim by quickly tapping 
on the ProTrim switch. Jackplate or trim will move in 
set increments.
Get up to your boat max speed before the 
competition does!

Engine tilt protection

Improve your shallow water reaction time with controller 
in F-Mode. Double tap ProTrim switch up or down to 
quickly move the Jackplate all the way up or down. 
Single tap up or down will move the Jackplate in 2” 
increments. Hold the ProTrim switch up or down for 
regular Jackplate movement. 

You don’t need to hold the switch when running 
into shallow water, the controller will move the 
Jackplate for you while you focus on steering 
your boat.

Reach max speed fast with a ProTap controller in 
Bay/Bass-B mode.

Dual engine support

Fast shallow water 
reaction time with a 
ProTap controller in 
Flats-F mode.

In any mode, with trim sender connected directly or via 
NMEA 2000 network, ProTap will detect when you are 
moving engine to tilt range and move the Jackplate up to 
a predetermined safe position.  
You no longer have to worry about accidentally 
damaging steering, transom or the engine.

ProTap controller will synchronize 2 Jackplates to each 
other in any mode. 
You no longer need to synchronize 
your engine position manually.



formemorizedpositions
Smart memory

Preset functions

Quick up or down

Jackplate and trim bump increments

Jackplate position memory

Trim position memory

Predetermined safe position

Synchronize multiple Jackplates

ProTap controller

SeaStar Jackplate



pre-setup forsuperfastplaning

Fitted with ProTrim, ProTap and 
SeaStar Jackplate

Fingertip trim control

Pro Trim Control

Trim control the way it’s meant to be... at your fingertips. 
With Pro-Trim from SeaStar Solutions, you can keep 
both hands on the wheel and concentrate on your 
driving. 
Its clean, modern design looks at home in any cockpit 
and there are no cords to tangle around the steering 
wheel, a big plus for boats with hydraulic steering! 

PT2000-1P

PT1000-1P



Fitted with ProTrim, ProTap and 
SeaStar Jackplate

Single Jackplate and Gauge

Single Jackplate, Gauge and Trim

OEM ANALOG
TRIM SENDER

OEM ANALOG
TRIM SENDER

OEM ANALOG
TRIM SENDER

OEM ANALOG
TRIM SENDER

Twin Jackplate and Gauge
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from the
masters

in steering
control

CONTROLLER PART NUMBER SOFTWARE MODE

JC4010 B Mode-Bay/Bass Boat

JC4020 F Mode-Flats Boat

Ordering information

www.seastarsolutions.com

Part No. BROCH-PROTAP

8 08282 37147 0


